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                Amara Singapore

                
                
                Proudly Singaporean and deeply rooted in its locale, Amara Singapore marked its debut in 1986 as a flagship of Amara Hotels and Resorts. The name 'Amara,' meaning 'eternity' in Sanskrit, draws inspiration from the amaranth flower, celebrated in ancient folklore for its enduring beauty. In the same way, it is a place where our guests nurture purposeful connection and forge new memories while celebrating cherished traditions.
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        Our Neighbourhood
       
Nestled amongst traditional shophouses and cultural monuments with views of the city skyline, Amara Singapore stands in the heart of Tanjong Pagar and at the gateway to the Central Business District. Perfectly located near the vibrant Chinatown, it is alongside swish Michelin-starred restaurants, world-renowned bars, and trendy clubs where locals gather to unwind.
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        Rooms & Suites
       Crafted by Studio HBA, our 389 rooms and suites embody a refreshing sense of lightness and spaciousness, providing a serene escape from the bustling city. Each space is thoughtfully adorned with thoughtful amenities and urban luxuries, drawing inspiration from the charming alleys and vibrant neighbourhood that envelop our surroundings.
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        Food & Wine
       Our diverse range of ten dining destinations enhances the neighbourhood's dining scene – influenced by tradition and reimagined by culinary experts. From exquisite Royal Thai cuisine at Thanying to rich Asian flavours at Cafe Oriental and a curated wine list at Lobby Bar, enjoy a variety of culinary experiences that highlight fresh produce and authentic flavours.
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